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VISION

To provide future citizens with universal qualities 

and Indian ethos to the society.

MOTTO

CORE PURPOSE

The core values of the institution are Commitment, 

Honesty, Ownership and Challenges.

Encourage*Enlighten*Empower



Father’s Day
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Fathers day is a celebration honouring fathers and celebrating

fatherhood. It was the first virtual celebration of the new academic

year. "A dad is someone who wants to catch you before you fall but

instead picks you up and lets you try again“. Beautiful cards were

made as gifts for beloved fathers. They appreciated the efforts of

school for this unique idea and said that these type of events help

them to know their children better. It was a memorable event which

the fathers and children will cherish forever.



Van Mahotsav, a week long festival of planting is organised in the

first week of July every year across India. Pre Primary kids

celebrated this occasion with great zeal by planting saplings and

seeds. They also participated in various craft activities. Importance

of this day was explained to kids in the online classes. This

event helped to bring awareness about the green cover

around us. It also helped in strengthening the bond

between plants and humans.

Van Mahotsav 
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Independence Day was celebrated virtually letting the

patriotic spirits of the little ones soar high. To make it more

special, our kids donned Tricolour dresses. Some of them

dressed up as freedom fighters and presented a medley of

patriotic songs.

Independence Day
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Janmashtami, birthday of Lord Krishna was celebrated with great

enthusiasm and fun. Our little charmers looked splendid in colourful

attires of Krishna and Radha. Various activities like painting and

decorating dahi handis were conducted online. Teachers narrated

stories about little Kanha's childhood, each of which gives a

beautiful lesson and kids enjoyed it thoroughly.

Janmashtami
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Ganesh Chaturthi was celebrated with great fervour by our children.

Our little ones enjoyed the day by making beautiful Ganeshas with

lentils, leaves and vegetables. They also chanted shlokas and teachers

narrated stories about Ganesha. Besides nourishing their young

minds, stories also help them to remember and retain. The importance

of eco-friendly celebration was explained to kids.

Ganesh Chaturthi
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Academic Activities

To make our online classes fun and creative for our

tiny tots, various activities were conducted. These

classes not only witnessed active participation from

our budding talents but also will help young ones in

their holistic development.
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Our little enthusiasts created beautiful name

cards using multicolor cutouts of various

shapes and cute puppets as a part of General

Studies sessions. Puppets help children to

learn rhymes and songs in a fun way.
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Our little ones loved squeezing the glue and sticking colourful

buttons to make cute family frames and shapes cutouts to

make beautiful houses.



Kinder Chefs

Our curious chefs looked adorable in chef attires to

exhibit their culinary skills and they enjoyed making

various finger foods. This activity helped us to lay a

foundation for healthy eating habits.
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Online learning is the new normal for students, teachers and

parents. Virtual Parent Mentor Interaction gave mentors an

opportunity to create a good rapport with parents and this relation

is pivotal in times of Online classes. When parents understand the

activities and routines of virtual classes, they can continue them at

home which will help a child in his overall development.
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Interaction and Assessments


